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Abstract 

The cognitive radio is developed to overcome the radio spectrum scarcity issue that puts the 

limitation of wireless communication application. Dynamic spectrum allocation is enabled by 

cognitive radio (CR) in which spectrum holes or idle channel is sense and opportunistically utilized 

when the primary user are idle. Spectrum sensing has becomes a key function of cognitive radio 

which decide the spectral utilization efficiently. In cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS), sharing of 

local spectrum sensing result between the cognitive radio and the fusion center (FC) is challenging 

process for which the performance of CSS is decided. The local spectrum sensing information sent 

by the CR users is collected at the Fusion center (FC) by conventional soft decision fusion (SDF) 

techniques or conventional hard decision fusion (HDF) techniques. There is trade-off between 

overhead and performance in between these techniques. To reduce the overhead between CR users 

and FC and improve the performance, we use 2-bit softened hard (quantized) fusion technique at 

fusion centre (FC). In this framework, each CR user detect the spectrum locally and sends its 2-bit 

information “quantized observation” in the form of     which is the index of energy level to indicate 

the location of its observed energy in that region to the fusion centre (FC) rather than sending the 

exact sensing observation to FC. The fusion centre makes final decision as per number of observation 

in respective energy level and weight vector  ⃗⃗  of corresponding energy level. In this research work, 

use of teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) algorithm as a significant method is proposed to 

optimize the weighting coefficients vector of observed energy level of sensing information. The 

TLBO technique evaluate optimal weighting coefficient vector so that the detection probability    is 

improved for given false alarm rate    and minimize overall probability of sensing error   . 

Simulation result shows that performance of TLBO based method is better than HDF techniques and 

close to SDF scheme with low overhead in various fading channel. Proposed TLBO based CSS 

scheme is effective and stable and also shows better convergence output which confirms the 

computation complexity is lower compared to GA and PSO based method. This PhD Thesis will help 

in optimization of cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio for wireless communication  
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